
Sky Fighters, May, 1937 

 
Chattering Vickers Are Not Swift Enough for a Pilot of 

Mystery Who Seeks Vengeance Against Hun Treachery! 
 

By ROBERT SIDNEY BOWEN 
Author of “Commander Satan,” “The Miracle Ace,” etc. 

 
EETH clenched, both hands 
gripping the stick, Major Hartney, 
C.O. of the 37th Pursuits, slammed 

the Bentley-powered Camel over on 
wingtip, then hauled it back and tried 
desperately to zoom up out of the showers 
of hissing Spandau slugs that were 
slithering in at him from all directions. 

Beads of cold sweat oozed out on his 
forehead, and trickled down under the fur 
pieces of his goggles to fog up the lenses. 
Cursing, he tore them from his helmeted 

head and flung them over the side just as a 
well aimed burst from the nearest of the 
five Fokkers riddled his windshield with 
holes. 

“Close!” he gritted through his teeth. 
“Next time it isn’t even going to be that. 
You’re a blasted fool, Hartney. A fathead 
for not keeping your eyes open.”  

The words spoken in raging anger 
were truth, nevertheless. Just two hours 
ago he had taken up a replacement plane 
for a final check test before he gave the 
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greaseballs orders to paint his personal 
markings on the fuselage. So intent had he 
been on determining the exact aeronautical 
abilities of the plane he had not noticed the 
five Fokkers sneaking over onto the Yank 
side of the lines, until it was too late to do 
anything but scrap for his life. 

He had been doing just that for some 
fifteen minutes. But each passing minute 
had increasingly brought home the fact 
that, barring a miracle of miracles, his 
number was up. The five Fokker pilots 
were members of the famous, or infamous, 
von Weinfred Staffel that had been in front 
of Thirty-seven for the last two weeks. 

 
HE German ace was not in the air, but 
that was small consolation to Hartney. 

Von Weinfred’s five hell-hounds were 
making it tough enough. In fact, they were 
making it decidedly too tough. 

Little by little they were “ringing” him 
in. Blocking every attempt by him to cut 
out into the clear. Almost any second, 
now, the lead ship would slice in close—
and that would be that. 

“Not until it happens!” he roared, and 
slammed around in a dime turn that 
brought him nose on to a jet-black plane. 
“You, Fritz, are going down with me!” 

Jabbing both trigger trips forward, his 
heart leaped with savage exultation as he 
saw his tracers bouncing off the cowled 
nose of the German ship. In the next split 
second, as both guns went silent, his heart 
slid up into his throat and stuck there. 
Having no original intention of scrapping, 
he had not filled his ammo belts to the hilt. 
As a result neither gun had a single shot 
left. A groan burst from his lips, and he 
flung his plane downward in a wing-
screaming power dive. 

“This is it!” he shouted, and 
impulsively steeled his body against the 
shock of hot slugs ripping into it. 

Strangely enough, though, no bullets 

came his way. Twisting in the seat he 
stared upward, stared some more as the 
scene unfolded above him. A crazy man 
had seemingly dropped down out of 
nowhere and was tearing into the five 
Fokkers with the unleashed fury of Hell, 
itself. The plane was of American design. 
As a matter of fact it was another Camel. 
But from whirling prop to tailskid there 
wasn’t a single identification mark. There 
was not even a plane serial number. 

Pop-eyed with amazement Hartney 
stared at the helmeted figure in the pit. 
From the distance he looked lean and tall, 
and that was all. Rather, that was all the 
Yank C.O. noted of physical features for 
the moment. The flying of the plane 
riveted his attention. 

It was the type of flying seldom seen 
in France. Blind, reckless flying, yet 
executed with a certain skill that was 
almost unbelievable. In as many moments 
the unknown pilot trapped two of the 
Fokkers, one right after the other, and sent 
them both hurtling earthward just a couple 
of balls of flame. 

The three remaining Germans tried to 
shy off, to cut down and nail Hartney 
while there was still a chance. But the 
unknown pilot was too quick for them. 
Like a flash of so much light he cut right 
across in front of them as they came down, 
forced them to veer off to the side, and 
then went straight down in a power dive 
himself. 

Just what happened in the next few 
seconds Hartney was not quite sure, it all 
happened so fast. He saw the unmarked 
plane racing down on top of him, and then 
he saw it cut out to the side and do a tight 
half loop up over onto its back. 

In that position it floated back over 
him, floated back so close that he 
instinctively let out a yell of alarm and 
started to whip down into a dive. But he 
didn’t. At that moment something 
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thumped down into the pit of his plane. 
Something that a split second before had 
been held in the downward stretched hand 
of the pilot hanging above him. 

Lowering his eyes he saw what had 
been dropped, and exclaimed aloud. It was 
a loaded belt of Vickers bullets. Not only 
was the unknown a life-saver, he was also 
a mind reader. Grabbing up the belt 
Hartney rammed it in place in the feed 
block of his right gun, jerked back the 
loading handle three times, and then 
hauled his plane around and up. 

Unfortunately, though, the party was 
all over. That is, the three remaining 
Fokker pilots had decided that they’d seen 
enough of a hellion on wings for one day. 
As Hartney zoomed upward he saw the 
three Fokkers highballing toward the 
clouds. And right behind them, one gun 
still blazing, was the unknown pilot in the 
unmarked Camel. 

By the time Hartney had gained 
sufficient altitude the three Fokkers and 
the other Camel were lost in the clouds. 
For the next twenty minutes he floated 
about searching for a glimpse of them, but 
he saw nothing. Then with a puzzled shake 
of his head he banked southwest and 
headed for the home drome of Thirty-
seven. 

“Maybe I was just dreaming, or seeing 
things,” he muttered. “But anyhow, I sure 
would like to meet that fighting fool some 
day so that I could thank him. I certainly 
owe him my hide, and then some.” 

In keeping with the cockeyed events of 
the day his wish was granted no less than 
forty minutes after he landed at his home 
field. Going direct to the squadron office 
to make out his patrol report, and tend to 
some routine work, he was still there when 
the field orderly knocked on the door and 
pushed his way in. 

“A Lieutenant Jones to see you, sir.”  

“Jones?” Hartney echoed, screwing up 
his brows in thought. “Are we expecting 
replacements, Corporal?”  

“No sir. But I don’t think this officer is 
a replacement, sir. I mean, the wings of his 
plane are full of holes.”  

“Show him in,” Hartney grunted. 
A moment later five feet eleven inches 

of wiry-built pilot came inside, clicked his 
heels and saluted. Hartney took a look at 
the lean face, tanned to leather by wind 
and sun, and sat up straight. 

“Say!” he said abruptly. “Did you 
attack five Fokkers about an hour ago?” 

 
HIN lips parted in a smile to show 
firm, even, white teeth.  
“So you were the pilot they’d caught 

cold?” he echoed. Then with a chuckle: 
“That makes it better than I had hoped. I 
was afraid it was just one of your 
greenhorns.”  

“What makes what better?” Hartney 
demanded. 

The smile faded from the other’s face. 
His eyes bored steadily into Hartney’s. 

“You might say,” he murmured, “you 
sort of owe me a favor for saving your life. 
They were coming pretty close to you, you 
know.”  

“Don’t worry, I do, plenty,” Hartney 
nodded instantly. “And I want to thank 
you right now for showing up. By the way, 
what’s your squadron? I didn’t see any 
markings on your plane.” 

“There aren’t any,” the pilot called 
Jones replied. “As for my squadron, that’s 
why I’m here. How about letting me fly 
for Thirty-seven for a week or so, and no 
questions asked?” Hartney reached for a 
cigarette, tapped it on the desk top and 
peered at the stranger. 

“Maybe I’m just dumb,” he said, “but I 
don’t get it. What do you mean, no 
questions asked?”  
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“Reasons that I’ll explain before I 
leave, but not now,” Jones answered 
evenly. “I’m not asking for a ship. Got 
one. I’m not asking for anything except 
the chance to fly with your outfit for a few 
days.”  

Hartney was still stubborn. 
“Why?” he demanded. 
“If I don’t tell you,” the other replied, 

“it will probably save us both a lot of 
trouble. I admit that’s a hell of a way to 
put things, Major. But I’m just asking you 
to let me, as a favor. Maybe I’m a louse 
for saying it, but you do owe me 
something. Right?” 

 
ARTNEY tossed the unlighted 
cigarette onto the desk, nodded. 

“I certainly do,” he said. “And 
although I may be all kinds of a fool for 
leaving myself wide open for a lot of 
trouble, damned if I’m not going to take a 
chance. For all I know you may be 
Pershing with whiskers. But we can use 
some one who flies as you do, any day in 
the week. But, remember, before you 
leave, Jones, I want the whole story. After 
all I am C.O. of the outfit.”  

The other’s eyes hardened. He nodded 
slowly. 

“You’ll get it,” he said, then as an 
afterthought, “if I’m still around and in 
condition to give it to you. But thanks for 
being a white man, anyway.”  

Late that night Hartney was still 
wondering just why he had taken Jones at 
his word and given him permission to fly 
with the squadron. It was the one and only 
cockeyed decision he had made during 
fourteen months as C.O. of Thirty-seven. 

“You’re crazy as a coot!” he said to 
the reflection in his metal shaving mirror. 
“You should go to medical H.Q. and get 
your head examined. How do you know 
he’s not a spy? How do you know he’s not 
wanted for something? How do you know 

he’s not just another guy in trouble who’s 
trying to lose his identity? Hell, what do 
you know? Nothing!”  

Those and other thoughts formed the 
foundation of a sleepless night for 
Hartney. A dozen times he was tempted to 
climb from his bunk, haul Jones from the 
bunk given him in “A” Flight hutment, 
and demand just what was what. Yet each 
time he checked the desire, and fell back 
on the pillow cursing and muttering. 

“But I’ll keep my eye on him, 
anyway,” he mumbled before a fitful sleep 
pinned him down for an hour. “Just so 
long as he does his job. But just let him 
pull one dizzy move—Nuts!”  

When dawn came, however, and the 
pilots turned out to get their ships set for 
the early show there was nothing about 
Jones’ movements to cause the slightest 
uneasiness on Hartney’s part. The lean 
pilot went about the job of testing his ship 
and checking the guns as though he had 
been a member of Thirty-seven for months 
instead of hours. 

Watching him, though appearing not to 
do so, the C.O. made up his mind to one 
thing. Jones had been in the war a long 
time, and knew the flying end from A to Z. 
In the making ready of his plane there 
were a dozen and one little things the man 
did that proved conclusively he was a fire-
tried veteran. Nor was Hartney the only 
one who noticed. Bayles, “A” Flight 
leader, noticed plenty, too. 

“You said he was a flight training 
instructor coming out to the Front on his 
first assignment?” he echoed to Hartney, a 
shrewd look in his eyes. “That guy has 
seen plenty action, if you ask me. Look at 
the way he checks those guns.”  

Rather than risk looking ridiculous, 
Hartney, by arrangement with Jones, had 
passed the lean pilot off to the others in the 
squadron as a flight training instructor. 
Five seconds of Jones’ flying would belie 
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any statement that he was a greenhorn. But 
Bayles had formed his own opinions. And 
so, Hartney noticed, had a few of the 
veteran pilots, too. He shrugged and tried 
to pass lightly over the “A” Flight leader’s 
remark. 

“That’s what his papers said,” he 
grunted. “What difference does it make, so 
long as he does his job? I want to see him 
in action, myself. That’s the real test.”  

“Yeah,” Bayles rumbled in his throat, 
moving away toward his own plane. “And 
I’d make the guess that guy will come out 
of it with flying colors. I know ‘em when I 
see ‘em.” 

 
ARTNEY let it go at that, 
concentrated on the finishing touches 

of warming up his Bentley. Fifteen 
minutes later he led the seven plane 
formation out into position on the muddy 
field, then waved a hand in signal and 
went roaring off. Circling slowly up to 
five thousand above the field, he throttled 
just long enough for the others to get set 
and then headed into the morning sun that 
was just beginning to shove its dazzling 
brilliance up over the eastern lip of the 
world. 

For a full hour and a half the patrol 
wasted just so much gasoline and oil. A 
ground mist prevented their noting any 
items of interest about the German lines 
that could be reported to H.Q. And as for 
the sky there just wasn’t anything to see 
but blue and white. It was as though the 
entire Imperial German Air Service had 
decided that on this particular morning 
they would all sleep late. 

Hartney had given the patrol up as a 
bad job and was headed back over the 
American side of the lines when it 
happened. Mushing through a lazily 
drifting section of cloud bank he suddenly 
came out into open air to meet nine 
German Fokkers heading east. One swift 

glance at the lead ship and Hartney knew 
that von Weinfred was leading some of his 
pilots on an early morning look-see. 

Just why they hadn’t spotted them 
before Hartney didn’t bother to try and 
figure out. The point was that there was 
von Weinfred, and some of his brood. And 
when you met von Weinfred you were in 
for a scrap. He was, at least, that much of 
an unusual German pilot—always ready 
for a scrap whether the odds were in his 
favor or otherwise. 

No sooner had Hartney spotted the 
oncoming planes than twin streams of 
jetting flame zipped out from von 
Weinfred’s guns. Hartney smiled grimly, 
whipped a red “attack” Very light over the 
side, and shoved both thumbs up to the 
trigger trips. 

“Suits us!” he shouted into the roar of 
his engine. “At ‘em, gang!”  

The pilots from Thirty-seven needed 
no repeating of the order. Guns blazing, 
they swung into line formation and went to 
work. Seconds later all sense of formation 
was lost. Both Yanks and Germans were 
twisting, turning, and split arcing all over 
the dawn sky, each singling out his man 
and going to it hammer and tongs. 

Blasting away at a Fokker cutting in at 
him, Hartney heeled over on wing just in 
time to spoil the aim of a second German 
whirling straight down in a vicious power 
dive. The maneuver brought him out so 
that he was broadside to von Weinfred’s 
plane. Heart looping over he risked the 
next second in a desperate effort to bore in 
close to the German leader and then let 
him have it. 

However, no sooner had he jabbed the 
trigger trips forward than he jerked his 
thumbs away and cursed. Wings flashed 
down in front of his guns. They were the 
wings of a Yank Camel. And in the split 
second allowed, Hartney saw the half 
crouched, lean figure of Jones in the 
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cockpit. 
“You blind fool!” he thundered. 
“Look where you’re going! I might 

have shot you right out of the air! I—”  
Hartney didn’t finish the last. Another 

Thirty-seven pilot had gone boring in at 
the slightly floundering von Weinfred but, 
intended or otherwise, Jones had once 
again gone blundering through the air 
between the German plane and the bullet-
spitting Yank guns. And at the end of the 
next ten seconds the same thing happened 
for the third time. Hartney’s lips clicked 
together and an agate glint seeped into his 
eyes. 

“Jones is protecting von Weinfred!” he 
grated. “He’s not letting any of us get a 
crack at him. Why, that—” 

 
HE last was cut short by a burst of 
Spandau slugs that tore through 

Hartney’s top center section and went 
twanging off his engine cowling. Heart in 
his throat he put everything he had into a 
flash half roll and managed to go 
corkscrewing away from certain death. It 
carried him clear out to the rim of the 
scrap, and as he started to bank back in 
again he noted that Bayles had dropped 
down on von Weinfred’s tail and was 
giving the German a whole lot more than 
just a little to think about. 

And then for the fourth time Jones 
came piling down to gum up the works 
and undoubtedly save von Weinfred’s life. 
Just in the nick of time Bayles cut his fire 
and turned off. Not caring to stretch his 
luck too far, the German turned tail and 
went speeding eastward hell-for-leather. 
And tearing after him, with both guns 
silent, however, went the newcomer Jones. 
In almost no time they were a good three-
quarters of a mile away, zigzagging this 
way and that through some patches of scud 
cloud. And as though the other German 
pilots had received a silent signal, they 

dropped out of the fight and went 
highballing off in the wake of their leader, 
leaving Thirty-seven in complete 
possession of that section of sky. 

Cold rage swept over Hartney. Cold 
rage at Jones, and at himself. For a full 
minute he peered, agate-eyed, toward the 
layer of cloud scud into which von 
Weinfred and Jones had disappeared. Then 
with a soft curse he signaled to the rest of 
the flight, and led the way back home. As 
soon as they had landed the members of 
the flight gathered around, puzzled anger 
in their eyes. Bayles acted as spokesman. 

“You saw what he did, sir,” he gritted. 
“A flight training instructor! He’s a rat, if 
you ask me. He did damn near everything 
to save von Weinfred except shoot us 
down.” 

“Right!” somebody else chimed in. 
“And chasing after that Hun was just a 
stall. He won’t be back, don’t worry. Hell, 
wish I’d given him both guns when he cut 
in front of me that time.”  

“Me, too!” a third pilot spoke up. “I 
had von Weinfred cold.”  

Hartney stared hard at the ground 
while his brain traveled in a series of 
whirlwind circles. He was just as sore as 
any of the others. After smacking down 
two Fokkers yesterday, Jones’ actions 
today just didn’t make sense. 

Or did they? As he asked himself the 
question Hartney suddenly remembered 
that Jones had had plenty of opportunity to 
drill von Weinfred himself, if that was his 
reason for spoiling the chances of Bayles 
and the others. But he hadn’t fired a shot. 
He had deliberately saved the German’s 
life and practically herded him away from 
the scrap. 

“Good Lord! Hey, look!” The 
exclamation was unnecessary. 

Everyone on the tarmac had turned at 
the sound of the engine. And every eye 
saw Jones stick his plane down out of the 
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sky to the east and glide down to an easy 
landing in the center of the field. Not 
moving, they all silently watched him taxi 
up to the line and leg out. It was then 
Bayles swore under his breath and got in 
motion. He ran over to where Jones was 
easing his long frame from the pit to the 
ground. Grabbing the newcomer by the 
shoulder he swung him sharply around. 

“All right, let’s have it!” he said. “I 
suppose you’re going to say you didn’t 
know you were purposely saving his life? 
Didn’t realize that you cut down in front 
of my guns, huh?”  

Jones slowly pulled his arm free, 
twisted his lips into a half smile. 

“Guess you called the turn that time, 
Bayles,” he said quietly. “Reckon I was a 
bit over anxious. Incidentally, thanks for 
checking your fire. You could have 
clipped me neatly.”  

Crimson stained the “A” Flight 
leader’s face. He stepped close to Jones 
and stuck out his jaw. 

“Next time I will!” he snapped. 
“Meantime you’re not fooling me any. 
You’ve seen plenty of war service. I’m 
wondering about the uniform you used to 
wear. Was it German field grey, huh? You 
saved that bird’s life four times, and then 
went tagging after—” 

Bayles didn’t finish. Jones’ fist sliced 
upward and cut the sentence in two. It 
caught Bayles flush on the jaw, turned him 
clean around twice, and dropped him in a 
heap on the tarmac. For a second Jones 
glared down at him. Then a groan slipped 
from his lips. He bent over, quickly picked 
up the unconscious Bayles and carried him 
into the mess while everyone else stood 
gaping popeyed. 

Hartney collected himself first, let out 
a roar and went charging into the mess 
himself. He found Jones washing cognac 
down Bayles’ mouth and mumbling 
apologies. 

“Sorry, old man, I shouldn’t have done 
that,” he was saying. “I lost my head. 
Sorry as hell, no fooling.”  

Bayles, still far from himself, hardly 
heard. He seemed content to relax and 
gulp the cognac poured past his lips. 
Hartney, however, was far from a state of 
relaxation. He pulled Jones away and 
jerked his head toward the door. 

“Out, and over to the squadron office!” 
he ordered. “All bets are off until after 
we’ve had another talk. Go on, get going.” 

 
ONES hesitated, took a look at Bayles, 
shrugged and moved out the door. 

Hartney stayed right at his heels and 
followed him over to the office. Once they 
were both inside he confronted the lean 
pilot. 

“I don’t act the sucker twice in the 
same day, Jones,” he said. “Why I agreed 
to that cockeyed arrangement last night, 
I’ll never be able to figure out. But it’s all 
off now. I want the whole story, all of it. 
Then I’ll decide what to do. Well, start 
talking.”  

Jones opened his mouth, closed it 
again. A tight sigh took the place of words 
for a moment. Then he smiled grimly. 

“Bayles’ question to the contrary, sir,” 
he said, “I assure you that I am not, and 
never was, a German pilot. What 
happened today, was something that 
couldn’t be helped, under the 
circumstances. You wouldn’t believe me if 
I explained. So I’m just asking you to let 
me play it my way.”  

Hartney snorted wrathfully. 
“Rubbish! It’s still off. What’s the big 

idea, anyway? You might as well talk, 
Jones. Or is Jones your name? What’s up? 
Is von Weinfred an old enemy of yours 
and you’re trying to get him for yourself? 
If that’s so, okay with me. But why the 
hell didn’t you get him when you had the 
chance today?”  
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Jones stared at his fingers. 
“Believe it or not, sir,” he said quietly, 

“but today was my first meeting with von 
Weinfred. As for not getting him, well—
well, I don’t want to shoot him down. Nor 
do I want anybody else to. I have my 
reasons. Good ones in case you’re 
wondering.”  

Hartney half rose from his seat. 
“I am!” he snapped. “And what’s 

more, I want to know those reasons.”  
“Sorry, sir,” Jones shook his head. “I 

can only ask you to have faith in me. I 
can’t take a chance on the truth until my 
job is done, if it ever is done.” 

 
ARTNEY stood, balled a fist and 
pressed it hard against the desktop. 

“And I’m not taking chances either!” he 
clipped. “Right now you are under arrest 
until Intelligence finds out what’s what. I 
was crazy once, but I’m not getting that 
way again. Meanwhile I’ll have a look at 
the engine number on your plane. Maybe 
we can check something that way.”  

Jones’ eyes hardened. 
“I’ll save you the trouble,” he said. “I 

stole it from the Vendom Replacement 
Depot yesterday. But you’re not going 
to—”  

The man stopped. Impulsively both of 
them went over to the window as there 
came the sound of an over revving 
Mercedes Fokker thundering down in a 
long dive out of the east. Hartney spotted 
it first, spat a curse. 

“Von Weinfred’s ship! Diving on us.”  
He half spun and poked a stiff 

forefinger against Jones’ chest. 
“Stay right here!” he ordered. “Stick 

one foot out of here and I’ll have you 
slapped into the guardhouse!”  

With a nod for emphasis he ran over to 
the door and barged outside. The plane 
was now less than a couple of thousand 
feet up, and piling down with the fury of 

all hell let loose. Ground pit gunners had 
raced to their stations and were waiting for 
the plane to streak down into range. 

In that, however, they were 
disappointed. The German plane flattened 
out at a thousand feet, shot straight across 
the field, and then went careening upward. 
Behind it a colored message streamer was 
whipped out straight for a moment in the 
prop-wash, and then it started flip-flopping 
to earth. 

It struck on the far side of the field. A 
greaseball ran over, scooped it up and 
came running back. Hartney took it, 
unbuttoned the flap and pulled out the 
envelope inside. In a bold hand was 
scrawled the name, “Lieutenant Prescott.” 
Hartney repeated the name aloud, scowled. 

“Must have the wrong field,” he 
grunted. “We’ll see what’s inside.”  

Pilots and mechanics alike gathered 
close and peered at the single sheet as 
Hartney smoothed it out. They all read 
together. 

 
My dear Lieutenant Prescott: 
Your note seems almost unbelievable. Had I 

not had a good look at your face when you 
followed me back to my field just now I would be 
inclined to doubt the truth. You see I always 
believed that you committed suicide when they 
caught you. But that was possibly for the sake of 
the American press. 

Meet you again? With pleasure. It will almost 
seem like old times—that is, almost. 

Cordially,  
von Weinfred. 
 
“What the hell?” growled Hartney as 

he read the letter for the third time. “This 
doesn’t make sense. It—Wait! Hold 
everything!”  

The C.O. pointed an excited finger at 
Bayles.  

“You’ve been in France as long as I 
have,” he said. “You should remember. 
What was the name of that bird, the Yank 
Intelligence man, who was mixed up in 
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that French scandal just about the time the 
first contingent of the A.E.F. landed? You 
know who I mean?”  

Bayles wrinkled his face in thought.  
“Yeah,” he grunted. “But damned if I 

can think of the name. There were two of 
them, weren’t there? And they were 
caught selling information to the 
Germans?”  

“Right!” Hartney nodded. “Caught 
cold dickering with some Hun spy in 
Paris. One guy committed suicide in his 
cell. And the other guy escaped. Went 
back to Germany. Wait. One bird’s name 
was Caldwell. Captain Caldwell. What his 
German name was, I don’t know. I—” 

He stopped short as Bayles suddenly 
started violently and snatched the note 
from his hand.  

“Hey, Major, this is it! Sure! Prescott. 
Lieutenant Prescott. I remember now 
reading his name in General Orders. Say— 
You don’t suppose—”  

Bayles didn’t finish. He didn’t have to. 
Hartney turned slowly and stared across 
the field toward the squadron office where 
he had left Jones.  

“Sergeant,” he said out the corner of 
his mouth to the nearest non-com, “have 
your gun ready and follow me.”  

Not only the sergeant but everyone 
else followed the C.O. across the field. 
When they reached the door Hartney 
waved them back, nodded to the non-com 
and stepped inside. An empty office 
greeted him. Jones was nowhere to be 
seen. The window at the rear was open. 
Hartney didn’t have to guess even once. 
Spinning, he leaped outside. 

“Every man draw his gun!” he barked. 
“Spread out in line. He’s flown the coop. 
We’re going to find him. Bayles, get Wing 
on the wire. Give them a complete 
description, and have the alarm broadcast 
clear to the lines. A Hun try and make a 
sucker out of me, will he? I’ll show—”  

The roar of an engine drowned out the 
rest. Hartney pivoted toward the tarmac, 
bit off a curse. A plane at the far end of the 
line was streaking out onto the field. 
Crouching forward over the stick was the 
lean, bare-headed figure of Jones. Even as 
Hartney started running the plane cleared 
and went arcing up into the air. 

It was three long minutes before the 
C.O. could get a plane off the ground. By 
then Jones’ ship was little more than a tiny 
dot far to the northeast. Face granite, free 
fist jammed hard against the wide-open 
throttle, Hartney cursed his plane onward 
and upward. Not an inch did he cut down 
the other’s lead. But at least he was able to 
keep the plane in view. 

 
OR twenty minutes Jones flew a crow-
line course toward the northeast. As he 

reached the lines he swerved sharply to the 
east. 

“Headed for von Weinfred’s field!” 
Hartney grated, and banked his own plane 
in an effort to gain distance by “cutting the 
corner.”  

A moment later, though, he swung 
sharply to the northeast again. Jones had 
changed his course, and seemingly 
changed it for a good reason. The reason 
was a lone Fokker thundering westward 
from the German side of the lines. A shaft 
of sunlight bouncing off its glossy surface 
brought out the markings in bold relief. It 
was von Weinfred.  

Like two streaks of ripping lightning 
the planes tore for each other, neither pilot 
firing a shot. And then when it seemed that 
they would both crash in midair, Jones’ 
plane suddenly zoomed straight toward the 
sky, twisted over on its back, and fluttered 
down like a leaf. 

“What kind of fighting is that? Or are 
they just greeting each other?”  

Hartney bellowed the words aloud, 
made no effort to answer them. The two 
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planes had skidded clear and were now 
circling back in again. Suddenly Spandau 
guns chattered, and twin ribbons of jetting 
flame spewed out from van Weinfred’s 
plane. Jones, however, did not return the 
fire. Instead he bored straight in again as 
though he was going to run the German 
down. Then in the last split second he 
rolled his plane outward and upward, held 
it on its back. 

“Just what he did to me!” Hartney 
shouted. “Rolled on top of me, and 
dropped that ammo belt. My God—he’s 
diving out of his plane!” 

 
T was true. His plane on its back, 
directly over the Fokker, Jones had 

dived headlong from the pit. Like a comet 
he dropped the eight or ten feet, and then 
crashed down on top of van Weinfred. 

For the next couple of seconds there 
was a tangle of kicking feet and threshing 
arms in the cockpit of the Fokker. Then 
Jones’ body straightened up, and his legs 
straddled the fuselage just back of the pit. 
Hartney could see that he had one arm 
crooked about the German’s neck, and was 
gun-whipping the man’s face with the 
automatic he held in the other hand. 

Instantly the Fokker was banked west. 
Its nose dipped, its prop ceased turning 
over so fast, and it went gliding down 
toward a field a good two miles behind the 
American lines. Hartney, brain whizzing 
in dizzy circles, followed down as fast as 
he could. The Fokker had already landed, 
and Jones had dragged von Weinfred from 
the pit down onto the ground. The German 
was on his knees, arms thrown up to his 
face in a desperate effort to protect himself 
from the gun Jones kept rasping down his 
face and neck. 

“Almost two years, you louse!” 
Hartney heard Jones choke out as he ran 
up. “Two years, but I would have waited 
two thousand. Here it is, von Weinfred. 

Sign it, or by God I’ll beat you to a pulp. 
Sign it!”  

“Here, what—”  
Jones whirled, his gun trained dead on 

Hartney. There was stark murder in his 
agate eyes. 

“Stand back!” he clipped harshly. 
“This is my job, and I’m not finished yet. 
Stand back, I warn you!”  

The pilot turned back and drew fresh 
blood from von Weinfred’s cheek with the 
automatic’s muzzle. 

“There’s the paper, and there’s the 
pen. Sign it, damn your soul. Sign it!”  

The gun muzzle sliced down again, 
and the cringing German wilted 
completely. 

“Gott, don’t!” he screamed. “Ja, ja, I 
sign it. Look, I will sign it. Gott im 
Himmel, no more, I beg of you! I sign it.”  

Hardly able to hold himself up, the 
German clutched the pen on the ground, 
bent over a single sheet of creased paper 
and scrawled his name. Then with a 
gurgling groan he fell over on his face. 
Jones picked up the paper, stared at it 
blankly for a moment, and then with the 
gun dangling from limp fingers he leaned 
back against the fuselage of the Fokker. 

All right, Major,” he muttered very 
thickly. “Do your stuff. I realize you can’t 
pull a gun on your superior officer in this 
man’s army. So go ahead. It’s perfectly 
okay, now.” 

To confirm his words Jones tossed his 
gun to the ground at Hartney’s feet. The 
C.O. didn’t even look at it. He stepped 
close and peered hard into Jones’ slightly 
wind-glazed eyes. 

“Which one are you?” he asked 
sharply. “Prescott or Caldwell?”  

The lean pilot’s eyes widened. 
“How did you find out?” he asked 

slowly. Then: “But of course von 
Weinfred must have mentioned names in 
that note he dropped. You see, that’s why I 
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tagged him this morning. To drop a note 
on his field. But I signed it Prescott. I 
figured that would make him more 
curious, and he’d meet me as I challenged 
him.”  

“Then you’re Caldwell,” Hartney said 
harshly. “The one who skipped back to the 
Hun lines?”  

“Only to hunt for von Weinfred,” the 
other said evenly. “That’s something the 
French never let get in the papers. That 
von Weinfred was a member of their 
secret service. That is how he 
doublecrossed Prescott and me. We were 
the goats. We couldn’t prove our 
innocence. When an Intelligence man gets 
in a jam he’s stuck. That’s part of the 
code. The disgrace to Prescott’s family 
was too much for him to stand. He was 
sick, anyway. He took the only way out. I 
swore I’d get von Weinfred some day, and 
force a confession from him with my own 
hands. Not for me—I’ve been an orphan 
since birth. It was for Prescott, for his 
family. He was my friend. That was the 
least I could do for him.”  

The man paused. Hartney scowled, 
flashed him an annoyed look. 

“Why the devil didn’t you tell me who 
you were?” he snapped. “Why all that 
damn secrecy that made things worse?”  

Caldwell smiled grimly. 
“With the names Prescott and Caldwell 

marked with disgrace from one end of 
France to the other?” he said. “Branded as 
traitors? You, nor anybody else, would 
have believed me. That’s why I had to 
play it alone. That’s why, when I failed to 

find von Weinfred in Germany I had to 
come back, change my identity, and get 
into the Yank air service. That much I did 
learn in Germany. That he’d been 
transferred to flying. Five days ago, while 
on leave, I heard that he was in front of 
you. I had a week’s leave left. I was going 
to spend it hunting him. I would have done 
it alone, only I had the lucky break of 
bumping into you, of saving your life. I 
took the chance of you granting me a favor 
in return.”  

“But that scrap today—”  
“The only thing I could do,” Caldwell 

cut in. “With von Weinfred dead I could 
gain nothing. Alive— Well, you saw what 
happened. Here’s the truth, over his 
signature. Prescott’s family will get this. 
After the war is over perhaps the whole 
world will know. That’s for his mother 
and dad to decide.”  

“And you?” Hartney asked softly. 
The lean pilot stared at the sky.  
“Caldwell will probably never return 

from Germany,” he said slowly. “And 
Jones will return to his squadron from 
leave. Before he goes, though, he makes 
you a present of a rat. If there’s any credit, 
see that Thirty-seven gets it. I’ve got 
something a damn sight better than credit. 
So long, and thanks—for everything.”  

With a nod Caldwell turned on his heel 
and walked across the field toward the 
road. Hartney opened his mouth to speak, 
but closed it quickly with a shake of his 
head. Stiffening slightly he raised a hand 
to his goggles in salute. 

“So long, white guy,” he murmured. 
 


